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IFSC Climbing World Championships 2018:  
a financial success!  
 
Four medals for Austria, sold-out competition rounds with a total of around 60,000 

spectators and the all-round positive feedback from the public were the 

cornerstones of the success story of the Climbing World Championships after the 

last final round on the 16th of September 2018. The Austrian Climbing Federation 

(Kletterverband Österreich, KVÖ) is now proud to announce a financial happy end: 

The IFSC World Championships account closes with a profit of almost € 80,000.   

 

When the 2018 Climbing World Championships were awarded to Austria in March 2014, 

the organisers assumed a budget of around 2.5 million euros, consisting of public funding 

(1.6 million euros) as well as sponsoring, ticketing and licence revenues of around 900,000 

euros. Since the revenues from sponsoring, ticketing and licences were ultimately around 

46% higher than the budgeted revenues, the goal of not having to make use of any further 

public subsidies was achieved. More than a year before the start of the event, the 

sponsors' income was already well above the original expectations, leaving the organisers 

sufficient time and financial leeway to invest in optimising the quality of the event. Further 

additional revenue from ticketing ultimately ensured that the total revenue of the IFSC 

Climbing World Championships, at around € 2,959,000, was significantly higher than the 

expenditure of € 2,882,000. 

 

"With the positive conclusion of the IFSC Climbing World Championships accounts, a very 

exciting and challenging project comes now to an end with good news. During the 

preparatory phase, which lasted several years, we had to react time and again to 

unforeseen events such as the inclusion in the Olympic programme and the associated 

introduction of an additional discipline. So it was essential that we could rely on our 

partners at the city of Innsbruck, the province of Tyrol and the Ministry of Sports, as well as 

on our sponsors and the International Federation of Sportclimbing at all times. All our 

partners have supported our concept at all times, for which I would like to thank each and 

every one very much. We have always taken a very conservative approach to budgeting. 

When the sponsorship money exceeded the budgeted income, we invested the additional 

income in the quality of the IFSC Climbing World Championships because financial gain 

was not our primary goal. It's all the more pleasing that this can now be posted anyway," 

says Michael Schöpf, CEO of the IFSC Climbing World Championship 2018. 

 

“The 2018 IFSC Climbing World Championship has undoubtedly represented a turning 

point in the history of our sport. We started a new model of partnership between the IFSC 

and the National Federation Kletterverband Österreich which resulteted in the greatest 

event ever. Perfect stages celebrated the athletes, making them even more familiar with 

the city of Innsbruck, one of the capital of Sport Climbing in the world!” concludes IFSC 

President Marco Maria Scolaris. 
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Praise from public funding bodies 

The implementation of the IFSC World Championships was largely made possible by the 

early and continuous support of the City of Innsbruck, the Land of Tyrol and the Ministry of 

Sport, which together provided slightly more than half of the budget with around 1.6 million 

euros. An investment that was not only worthwhile for climbing in Austria, as the 

representatives of the sponsors emphasise. 

 

Deputy Governor Josef Geisler, Province of Tyrol 

"The IFSC Climbing Word Championships were an excellently organised event, which 

could hardly be surpassed in excitement, characterised by top sporting performances and 

peppered with beautiful successes for our athletes.” 

 

Sport City Councillor Elisabeth Mayr, City of Innsbruck: 

"The IFSC Climbing World Championships were a highlight for our sports city Innsbruck. It 

is in the DNA of the climbing sport that it is not only about individual best performances, but 

at the same time about a fair cooperation carried by joy, friendship and respect. Therefore, 

I would like to thank all the professionals and volunteers who made this great event 

possible!” 

 

Head of Section Philipp Trattner, Ministry of Sports: 

"I congratulate Michael Schöpf and the Austrian Climbing Federation KVÖ on the perfect 

organization of the 2018 IFSC World Championships and it was a pleasure for the Ministry 

of Sports to work with such a professional organization. There has always been clarity 

about the schedule and the budget, which was kept and even undercut. I wish the Austrian 

Climbing Federation all the best for the future". 

  

Sustainability was a top priority 

During the preparations of the 2018 IFSC Climbing World Championships, the 

Kletterzenturm Innsbruck, a climbing centre in Innsbruck, was built. The facility not only 

meets the latest standards but also sets new standards in terms of architecture, size and 

quality. The climbing centre will not only be remembered as the venue for the 2017 Youth 

World Championships and the qualifying rounds of the World Championships, but will also 

guarantee perfect training conditions for the Austrian athletes for years to come as the 

National Training Centre. In addition, the Kletterzentrum Innsbruck has become a 

showcase project of how leisure and competitive sports not only complement each other, 

but interact positively. 

 

"When it comes to the sustainability of sports facilities, the climbing centre Kletterzentrum 

Innsbruck with the integrated National Training Centre is an absolute showcase project. 

This success is made possible by the approach that we share with the federation, namely 

inviting everyone from amateur athletes to world champions and welcoming them with 

open arms.  During the World Championships we had twice as much turnover as expected 

in summer. On peak days we have over 1000 visitors, in the first year there were 170'000 

admissions. These figures prove that we were right in implementing this project, which 

corresponds to our convictions", said Reini Scherer, CEO of the climbing centre. 
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The mobile climbing walls on which the final rounds of the Olympiaworld took place remain 

in the possession of the Austrian Climbing Federation and enable the organization of high-

class international competitions throughout Austria. The media attention and sports 

successes provided a noticeable boost for the federation, according to KVÖ President Dr. 

Eugen Burtscher: "It was very important to us to organize sustainable World 

Championships in all areas. Now also all the financial details are known and we can say 

that all goals were fully achieved. It was particularly important to us that the federation did 

not outsource the organization of the World Championships, but rather organized it 

together with the Alpine Club and that the experience and know-how gathered remained in-

house and could bear fruit again in the future. From a sports point of view, our top 

performers have not only inspired the younger generation. I would like to thank all our 

partners and sponsors for the great cooperation. Special thanks also to our National 

Olympic Comite Leaders, President Dr. Karl Stoss and Secretary General Dr. Peter Mennel 

for their outstanding support over the last years for our sport in general and for our 

federation in particular and their visit during the World Championships in Innsbruck." 

 

 

The IFSC Climbing World Championships 2018 at a glance 
 

Organizer:   Austrian Climbing Federation (KVÖ through it´s limited company 

“Innsbruck Tirol 2019 Kletter-WM Veranstaltungs GmbH” 

Event date:   06. - 16. 09. 2018 

Venues:   Olympiaworld, Kletterzentrum Innsbruck and Marktplatz Innsbruck 

Disciplines:   Lead, Bouldering, Speed, Combined, Paraclimbing  

Budget:   € 2'882'000 

Net Profit:  € 77´000 

Number of nations and starters: > 57 nations from all continents 

    > 243 starters in Lead 

> 287 starters in Bouldering 

    > 244 starters in Speed 

    > 173 starters in Combined 

    > 139 starters in Paraclimbing 

Number of media representatives: 314 media representatives from 130 media  

TV presence:   37 TV stations covered the event, 8 of them live (BBC, Eurosport, 
Globosat, J-Sports, NBC, NHK, Olympic Channel, ORF) - 
worldwide TV coverage 

Number of spectators:  58,500, before that around 37,000 at Olympiaworld, 14,000 at 

Marktplatz and 7,500 at Kletterzentrum Innsbruck 

 


